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Abstract
. .

CotToversy & Perspective-Taking
. ,

1

r Forty-five undemgraduates'discussed a moral issue with a confederate

. .

who had the same opinion (no controversy) or opposite Opinion (contro-
. . ,

versy). Subjects in, the controversy conditions discussed within either

.

a cooperative or a competitive context. Subjects in the controversy

condqions irlicated more conceptual conflict or-uncertainty, engaged

in more information seeking behavior, and were more accurate in taking

the cognitive perspective of the confederate.than were subjects in

'the no-controversy,condition. These results support Piaget's and

.

Kohlberg's views of the rolkof controversy in perspective-taking and

:cognitive development and-Berlyne's theory of conceptual conflict and

epimtemic curiosity. Suisjectvin the competitive - context' conditions

experienced.mor'e uncertainty, engaged in more information-seeking',
./7

behavior, and were more accurate in cognitive perspective-taking than

were subjects in thecooperative-context Condition:, Subjects in the

,

. competitive-context condition also experienoed iii),,rcaipttive dissonance,
.:r: .

derogated the Fonfedkate and.the confederate's positi and arguments

to a greater extent,and indicated-greater closed.-mi dedness in responding

to the,confederate and the confederate's arguments handid'subjects

in the cooperative-cOntext or the no-controversy onditions.
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2.

Controversy Within a Cooperative or Compititive Context and
1

Cognitive ;

Perspective-Taking

The pjrpose of .this study is to determine the effects of inter-
,

personal controversy within a coolirative or a compeq.tive context on

the arousal of inirapersonal conceptual conflict and information seeking,

and the resulting increased.accuracy of cognitive perspective - taking.

Cognitive perspective- taking, the understanding of the cognitive organize--

(don being used to structure a person's knowledge and reasoning, has

been demonstrated to relate tq cognitive development, moral reasoning,

self-esteem, sotiq. intelligence, cooperation, comminication effective-

ness, problem-solving, and conflict resolution Usch,, 1952; Falk &

Johnson, 1977; Flavell, 1968; Johnson, 1971, I975a, 1975b, 1977; Kohlberg;

1969; gead, 1934; Piaget, 1948, 1950; Rogers, 1'951) . It is one of the

most important psychological competencies each person Ineeds to develop.

Cognitive development theorists Vlavell, 1963; Kohlberg, 1969; Piaget,

,1948, 195Q) have argued( that it ds repeated interpersonal controversies
414

(discussions or disputes in which opposing opinions clash) that promote

the ability to take. accuratay the cognitive perspective of others.

Tj svold, & Johnson (1977) Provide evidence that discussions with

ncroversy, compared to those withoyt; result in increased accuracy,

of cognitive perspective-taking. But the processes mediating such an. "

effect find the conditions uhder Which it occurs have not been empirically )

determined.

f
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Controversy & Perspective-Taking

Almost all the research on perspective-taking has focused bn document-

,ing its consequences; ignoring themediating processes add the situational

variables affecting the accuracy with which a person t kes'the perspective\

of others. The mediating process examined in this stu y is basedon the
/$

theorizing of'Berlyne'(1963, 1965). Berlynie states'th t receiving new

information'which does not fit with what one already knows or believes ,

0
. %

creates conceptual conflict (or subjective uLertainty) which, in turn,

creates,epistemic curiosity or the search for additional information.

Within a controverSly, the awareness that another person disagrees with

one's conclusions and reasoning creates an internal'incompatibflity of

ideas or an uncertainty as to which idea should be believed. This ,

uncertainty 111 promote a search for additional information which'will

result in increased accuracy of cognitive perspective-faking: While

ihis,process seems theoreticallyryalid, there is a need for empiricS1'
- 0

Y V1

.support.

Berlyne and the ccignitive/.develop&ntal theorists hsume that the

increased accuracof perspective-taking will result in a cognitive

restructuring to resolve the conceptual conflict. It is possible,

..
however, that under certain conditions a person's,concIusions and

reasoning will be close&mindedly adhered to despite an increased )

.

undertandin6qf the opponent's cognize perspective. Under such
.

.

'-conditions a: issonance reductiof process would be expected, in whip?,;'

,,,

the person derogates both' the cognitive perspective of the opponent
: ,

and the opponent himself as the sOurceof the incompatible information.

.Since a competitive context compared to a cooperative one, has been

a
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Shown to increase defensive adherence to one's own point of view

(Deutsch, 1973; Johnson, 1971, 1974;'Sherif, 1966), it may be hypothe-

sized that when controversy takes place within S competitive context

subjects will respond in a pore closed-minded way, report greater

feeling7f dissonance, and derogate the cognitive perspective'of the

opponent and the oppohent himself to a greater extent than will subjects

involved in a controversy within a cooperative context or in a dis-

cussion containing no controversy.

The context in whidh the controversy occurs can also.be hypo-2

0

I

,ithesized to affect the accuracy.of cognitive perspective - taking. Bfake(

and Mouton (1961) found, that greater3ias and misunderstanding occurred

. . . ,

. in comprehending another person's arguments and perspectivel'in a com-

petiti've context compared to a cooperative one, and much of ale.research

by .Deutsch. (1973), Sherif (1966), and Johnson(1971) indicates that

the more competitive the situation, the_less accurate'comprehension'of

each other's ''A'rguments will be. ;bus, it is expedted_thatwhile con-

troversy will promote greater accuracy.of cognitive perspective-taking

than will the absence of-Controversy,'the effect wil1 l be greater within

a cooperative than a competitive context.

Method

Subjects and Design

Forty-five Male and female undergraduates were recruited from courses'

j

at The Pennsylvania State University, to participate in this -'tudy. They

were randomly_ assigned to condiiions, fifteen in each c2ndition. They
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were given course credit for participating in the-study and the

opportunity to participate in a lottery. to ,receive fifte4n dollars. The .

hypotheses Implied the creation of three conditions: No contriersy,

controversy within a cooperative context, and controversy within

. competitive context. The t-test was used to compare differences among

these conditions.

Indegenderft Variable

The three conditions included in this study are controversy within

a cooperative context, controversy within a competitive context, and no

controversy.
w

No-controversy was operationally g as a trained con-

federate taking the same position as the subject as to how a'moral

dilemma talkem from,the Defining Issues,Test (Rest, 1972) should be

,resolved. Controversy within a cooperative context was operationalized

by having a trained confederate taking the opposite position'frOm

the subject as'to how the moral dilemma should be resolved; under the

instructions that the number of chances to,win the fifteen dollars/

received for participating In the experlment depended.on
4

the subject

and the. confederate agreeing on a mutual position Satisfattory to

both. Controversy within a competitive context was operationally.
4

defined as a trained confederate taking, the opposite position from the

subjectag. to how the moral dilemma should be'resolved, under the

instructions that thenuaerof chances the subject received to win

the lottery depended on wh h r'the mutual positiori agreed upon con-

-.

tained more of the subject' ideds Man the confederate's.
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Dependent Variables

There atii,foursets of dependent variables included in'the study.
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. ,

The firsEipair dealt with accuracy'of cognitilre perspective-taking. The

f4stoperational measure consistedof having subjects indicate how

the confedrate would reason'on another moral dilemma taken.from the

Defining Msdes-Test by picking from the list of twelve arguments the

four the confederate would most likely use to support his -position.

. The Defining Issues Test consists of a series of moral dilemmas to

which a respon ent ind/cates what theperson caught in the dilemma should

do and then indicates from a list of arguments which'ones are most

important in'diding what the person caught in the dilemma should Ao.-,

.The argudents are ba/sed on)K.ohlberg's '(1969) stages of moral 'develop-

ment: ?ch stage of moral development has a different underlying

coghitive structure which is used to reach a decision as to how a

moral ailemma'..shOuld be resolved., The-trained confederate consisently

p.

//

presented arguments based on a cognitive structure characterizedloy
. a

wanting to maintain social order through respect for authority, rules, '
,

laws, and the status quo (Stage Four in Kohlberg's hierarchy). Stage

Four arguments were used because it was expected that subjects could

(a) potentially understand this reasoning and (b) find'it credible
, .. - -=- .

that a fellow student was using this 'reasoning. On the moral dilemma
4

presented to the subjects to'measure their ability to understand the
.0 . .

t

perspective of the confederate, four of the twelve arguments were
,

characterized by wanting to maintain social order. To the extent that

8
J
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the subject was able to identify these four arguments:aS being the

ones the confederate woUlduse to reach a. decision hs to'how the-moral

dilemma should be resolved, the-subject was considered to understhnd the

cognitive perspective of the confederate.

The second measure of cognitive perspectitaking accuracy consisted

of gibing the subjects a one-paragraph, description of each of KohlbergYs

stages two through six, and asking the subjects to indicate the stage;

reflecting the type of reasoning the confederate' used during the discussion.

,To the extent thr,vbjects choose stage four they,were considered to have

accurately taken the confeddrate's cognitive perspective.

Thessecond pair of dependent variables'are degree-of conceptual con-

4

flict or uncertainty and information-seeking behavior. Uncertainty was

measured by two 7-point items in the post-experimental q stionnaire,

one focusing on the degree to which the subjects felt informed by tire

,

confederate,s reseptation of her position Od supporting arguments, and

the other fooleidg on the 1:1-4ee to which the subjects believed they

understood the confederate's arguments. Subjects' responses to the

two qtAstions were added together and then divided by two, Subjects'

who believed that the confederate's presentation was `uninformative and

believed that they did not understand the.confpderate's arguments were

assumed to be highly certain of their initial position and to be

experiencing little conceptual-conflict. The measure ofAnformation-
,

seeking behavior was the ;lumber (51,questions the subjects asked of the

confederate, concerning the cdnfederate's position and arguments.

I-
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The third set of dependent...variables consisted of experienced

dissonance and derogation of\the confederate

Experienced dissonance was meagured by four

items on the post-experimental 4uestionnaire

and her arglments.

semantic=differentigl

on which the subjects

indicated on 7-point scales their, degree of tenseness, worry, uncohf6t-.
. .

ableness,.aneunpleasanthess. DergAtion of the confederate was

- measured by a question on the post-experimental questionnaire on which

the subjects indicated their liking for the AConfederate. 'Derogation

¢f the confederate's arguments was measured by Analyzing the incorrect*

attributions made on the measure of identifying the stage-of reasoning'

underlying the \confederate's arguments. Rest (1973) established that

subjects prefer to see themselves as using higher -stages of moral

.

reasoning. The lower the stage of reasoning incorrectly attributed

to the confederate, therefore, the greater the derogation ofthe

confederate'S arguments. Since the confederate usedstage four

arguments, the attribution of stage two or three reasoning to the,

confederate's arguments, compared to attributing stage five or six

reasoning, was assliked.to indicate darogtioh.

The final set of dependent variables focused on subjects' open-
,

mindedness' in respohding'tothe confederate's position and'arguments. ''P

On the postTexperimental questionnaire subject:Vndicated on 7-point

scales their willingness to make concessions toethe confederate's

position and argymepts during the discussion, the perceived agreement

tween their arguments sand the confederate's arguments, the extent to

h h they listened with an open mind to the confederate's arguments,

10
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and the extent to which they perceived the confedera as listening to
4

them with an open mind:

Procedure

The experiment was, conducted in our phases: ie ch subject individually

decided what course of action should be taken in a, oral dilemma, prepared

for a discussion about the moral dilemma with a p4r ner, discussed the

moral'dileala with a person from another group, a, was debriefed. Two

subjects and two confederates (posing as subjectS) were scheduled at each

session. During the first phase the subjects w escorted to, separate

rooms and asked to read-a moral dilemma and t cide what course of

ti
action should be 'taken- by the person caught In e dilemma. The moral

dilemma involved a doctor deciding Whether ox; pt to give a woman ,aIt
k

drug.to ease her great pain eVen though the g might cause her to die

more quickly. After each subjeft indicat position,, the experimenter
7

returned to the rooms to-learn what cburs:,if action each subject had

decided the doctor'should take:

To beg4.11 the second phase the experimenter escorted a confederate:

'(posing as another subject) into. the room and indicated that the subject

4. r
'and the confederate had the same opinion as to what the doctor

should do. The expeiimenter informed the subject that there was another

pair of subjects participating in the experiment, and that during the
v :ate

next phase one membe 4 each'pair would.participate in a discussion

7----7 .
.

about the moral issue. In the no- cont'foversy condition Bach subjqt

was verbally told and given written instructions istating that the other
'

,
,,
v. .

v
pair Of subjects had the same position as the Subject did, and that )r- . , -

.
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the subject could win.up.to five_chances Lithe lottery if amutually4

acceptable agreement was reached in the discussion with the person from

the other pair. In the cooperativelccintext.condition each subject

was verbally told and given written instructions stating that the other .1

pair of subjects had the opposing position as td' how the doctor should -

4behave, and that the subject could gain up to five chances in the lottery

if a mutually acceptable agreement was reached in the discussion with

the person from the other pair that incorporated the best arguments from
. ,

both sidee. In-the competitive- context condition.eAh subject was

verbally informed and given written instruotions stating that the tither

pair of subjects had taken the opposingposition asyto what the doctor

should do, 4and that the subject could gain up to five chances in the

lottery by convincing the person from the other pair that the subject's

position was the right one and getting the other person.to agree fully.

with the subject's posit4. The emphasis in this condition was on

nning the discussion and avoiding losing. Each subject was also

given the following set of written instructions:
(44*

,

The research in which you and to participate, studies three types

of behaviors: (1) the group planning,of a common pOsition, ( ) the,

behavior of group representatives who meet with each other toAdiscuss

an issue, and (3). the group evaluation of any joint statement made by

these representatives. The research session is divided into three

corresponding parts which are outlined below.-

Part 1: Your group has 101ainutes to develop your group's

position. You should prepare yourself and your partner as well as

12:
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4.444fssible fpr the meeting with the representative from the other group

This can be done by (1) summarizing the most
important' points, (2) -

arriving at any new arguments you can that support your group's

position, and (3) giving each other any advice you have'about the

meeting with the representative frolii the other group. Near the end

of this part,one person
will.be'chosen by chance to represent the

group in the discussion, while the
otherperson-will observe and

evaluate the discussion,.

A briefing sheet has been giyen to you to facilitate your prepara-

tion for the intergroup
discussion in a short amount ,o.1E, time.

Part 2: This part will last dp to 20 minutes. The rewsentative

from each group will meet to discuss the issue. The meeting' will have '

-

the following procedure: (1) each person presents his pbsition and

".

the arguments that,support his.position in about two minutes: (2) the

discussants then disciiss freely for the rest of the first twelve -

minutes; (3) the experimenter will have each person complete a short

questionnaire; (4) the representatives will then have another eight

minutes in which to try to write a joint statement.

Part 3: During this part yOu will mdet with your partner to

discuss any'joint statement reached with the representative from the

other group. The observer wille'shire his- evaluation of the repre-

sentative's perforMance in, the discussioll.

In the Second phase a briefing sheet was also given 6 the subjecer

and the. confederate outlining several, arguments
(represeiting all of

Kohlberg's stages except for the first) to help them prepare for the

13
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discussion' with a member of the other pair. At the'end of the second '

phase the subject and the confederate completed a short questionnaire

measuring their, commitment to their position'and their personal involvement

4 , '
in the moral dilemma. The experimenter then conductpid a drawing in which

-

the subject was chosen to represent the pair in the discussion with'the

representative from the other group. The subject was informed that the
i

confederate would be observing the discussion and evaluating the subject's

performance on how well he inter -group went.

i
v

-During the second phase the confederate's role was to ensure that

.-

the subject underStood the instructions, was prepared for the intergroup
, .

, . .
.

discussion, was committed to the group's position, and was personally

involved in the dilemma and-situation. The confederate did not suggest any

arguments that were not on the briefing sheet, but encouraged the subject

to develop and use new,arguments and to discard any arguments on the

briefing.sheet the subject did not believre in.

In the third phase the confederates exchanged' rooms and each was intro-
.

duced as the representative from the other group. ?The subject was instructed

by the'experimenter to presenthikposition first. After twelve minutes,

the experimenter. reentered the room, separated the subject and the con-

=federate, and administered the post-e4perimental questionnaire, This

ended the experiMent and the subjects were then'fully debriefed, thanked,

- and given course credit for participating in the ,study. After sll

,

subjects had been run, a public drawing was held to determine which subject

won the lottery of fifteen dollar's. -

.11

14
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In the third phase the confederate's role was to present a detailed

script based on a reasoning process emphasizing maintaining social order

through respect for authority, rules, and the status quo (stage four in

-Kohlberg's theory).- They discussed the dilemma in a standard, nonexeited

manner. In their opening presentation, they mentioned four major argu-

ments.
,

In the free discussion period, they elaborated on their arguments in a.

standard way whenever the subject requested that- 'they do so.

Confederates

Six female undergraduates were used as confederates. They were ziven

15 hours of training in how to induce subject commitment and involvement in

the experimental situation and in how to present two detailed scripts (one

pro and one con) concerning the.moral dilemma discussed.in a standard

, 4
manner. All confederates were trained to :say the same thing using

similar language, syitax, and length, except for the differences required

by the operationalizations of the independent variables. The confederates

1

were observed piloting four subjects each to ensure their competence in

fulfilling the confederate's role. - Each confederate was used in all

three conditions.

Induction Checks
C

a

The results of the induction checks giyen at the end of the second,

phase indicate thatnllsubjects were committed to their-position and were

personally involved in the moral dilemma. There were'no significant

4 differences among conditions on these measures and, therefore, the means
.

are not.presented.

. 15
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, .Results

The results in Table 1 indicate that. subjects in-both the cooperative

and'competitive contpoversy conditions are more accurate in predicting the

arguments that the opponent would use in another moral dilemma and in

/ identifying the stage of moraloreasoning repreented by 'the opponent
f

arguments than are subjects in the no-controversy condition.
1

Subjects in

the competitive- context condition, furthermore, were more accurate in'`

predicting the arguments the opponent would use in another moral dilemma

than were the subjecti in the cooperative-controversy condition:

A second pair of dependent variables focuses on the subjects' feel-

ings of uncertainty and the' number of questions they asked their opponent.

From Table'l it may be sT that the subjects in the cooperative-context

condition feel less certain than do subjects in the no-controversy,con7

dition, while subjects in the competitive-context condition feel lese

certain than do subjeCts in either the cooperative-context or no-controversy

conditions, and they ask more questions than do the subjects in the no-
,

controversy condition.

The third set of dependent variables deal with the subjects.' feelings

of dissonance and their efforts to reduce their dissonance. The data in

Table 1 =indicate that subjects in the competitive- context condition feel
, .

comfortable, tense, worried, and unpleasant than do subjects in

the other two conditions. jWstage of reasoning attrib4ted to the

opponent's'argumenta by subjects who incorrectly identified the opponent's ,

stage varies systematically, with subjects in the competitive - context

O
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condition attributing a-lower stage of reasoningtcthe opponent's

arguments than do.the subjects in the other two 'conditioi and the sub-
, . ,

,
. .

N

fects itelrecooperative-context condition attributing a somewhat

lower stage of reasoning than did the subjects in the no-contrdversy

condition. Subjects in the competitive-context condition like the . .

opponent less-than do subjects in the other two conditions. 7-
The fourth set of dependent variables focuses on the subjects' open-

mindedness in responding to the opponent's arguments. From Table.1 it

Ivey be seen that subjects in the competitive-context condition are less

willing to make concessions than are subjects in-the cooperative-context

.

or the no-controversy conditions, and perceive less agreement between

.

themselves and their opponent than do subjects in the oilier two condi

tions. Subjects in the cooperative - context condition perceive less

agreement between themselves and their opponent than do the subjects

in the no-controversy condition. Subjects in the competitive-context

condition see themselves and their opponent as. being more closed-minded

in listening to each other than did the subjects the other two.

conditions.

Discussion
4

One gf the most important aspect4wof socialinteraction and cognitive

functioning isaccurately viewingsituyaons and problems froethe perspec-..

tive of others as well as from one's own.perspective.- Cognitive develop-

mental theorists have posited that it is through repeated interpersonal

-controversies that the ability to take the perspectiOoof others is

17
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acquired, and the results of this stuAlbsupport such a contention. Sub-,

jects in the two controversy conditions were more accurate in taking the

cognitive perspective of the opponent than were subjects in the no-
.

controyersy condition.

The findings of this study also suppOrt Berlyne's notions, that

eontroversy leads to conceptual conflict or uncertainty. Both controversy

conditions resulted in greater feelings ofsuncertainty than did the no-

controversy condition, and controversy, within a competitive context created

' greater feelings of uncertainty than did controversy within a 000perative

.

context, as well as more information seeking behavior and more accuracy

in taking thecognitive persPectivksof the opponent. These findings

however, do not mean thit controversy will be more productive within a

0

competitive context. Aothough Berlyne and the cognitive developmental

theorists seem to assume that the greater the conceptual conflict, the

greater the information-seeking behavior, the greater the accuracy of ,

Cognitive perspective-taking and, consequently, the more the reorganiza -.

tion within a person's cognitive structures, the results of this study
11

do not support such an assumption: When controversy occurs within a

4

competitive context a closed-minded orientation is created in which

4

people comparatively feel unwilling to make concessions to the opponent's

, viewpoint, perceive a high level of.disagreement between themielves'and

their opponent, view themselves as being closed-minded-in liltening to

their opponent, and, view their opponent as listening closed -min edly.

Thus an important modification of Berlyne's and the cognitive de lop-
,

mental theorists' theories are that 'increased 'accuracy of *perspective-

taking may not always result in cognitive reorganization; within a com-

18.
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petitive Context the increased understanding resulting from controversy

may tend to be ignored for a defensive adherence to one's own position.

The implications of this study are that it is when controversy occurs

within a cooperative context that the increased accuracy of cognitive

perspective-taking might be expected to be utilized in reformulating

one's perspective and reasoning process.

The results of this study also have important implications for the

current theorizing on theeffects of a cooperative and competitive context

on communication. While the results of much of the research on communica-

tion within conflidt situations indicates that a competitive context

would result in distortion and misunderstanding of the'opponent's cognitive

perspective, the opposite was found in this study. There was a tendency

for subjeCtd in the competitive-context condition to be more accurate in

cognitive perspective-taking than were the Isubjects in the cooperative-
,

context condition. There are two posdible explanations for this finding.

The first is that perhaps there'was no conceptual conflict aroused in

the previous research studies and, therefore, no information seeking and

increased understanding., The second is that competitive - contexts mar-
A

affect the incorporation of the opponent's arguments but not the compre-

hension of them. The results indicating a comparatively closed- minded.

orientation by subjects in the'competitive-context condition imply the

latter explanation may be. valid. Such an implication is supported by

Rokanch & -Vidulich's (1960) finding that closed-minded subjects did

not differ from open minded, subjects in ability to analyze problems so

that both groups of subjects accurately comprehended the information

, 19'
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needed to solve the problem being worked on, but the closed-minded subjects

were less able to synthesize the results of their analyses into their

cognitive structures to derive the correct solutions.

Dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) would predict that in a discussion

incoming information that challenges one's position would be derogated,

along with its source, in an attempt to resolve any uncertainty created

by the incoming information. The results of this study support such a

contention. Subjeatsjn the competitive-controversy condition, compared

with subjects in the other two' conditions, reported greater feelings of

uncertainty and disonanCe, and they derogated both the opponent and the

quality of the opponent's arguments and perspective.. Taken together,

these results imply that when controversy occurs within a competitive

context dissonance will be experienced, resulting in attempts to resolve

it by discounting the opponent and the opponent's position. When

.hhh

controversy takes place within/a cooperative context, however, such

processes will tend not to occur.

4lthough conflict theorists such as Deutsch (1971) and Johnson &

Johnson (1975) continually emphasize the potential positive consequences

of conflict, there is little evidence actually demonstrating that con-

flict can result in' constructive outcomes. The results of this study do

-.provide evidence to support their claims.

there are several important implications for education of the results

of. this study'. 'First, to promote students' learning as well as their

social and' intellectual development, teachers may wish, to encourage Con-

troversies among students as'a usual aspect of instructional situations.
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Such controversies will tend to create conceptual conflict Within stu-
.

0

dents, increase their information seeking behavior, and result in

increased accuracy of cognitive perspective-taking. If learning and

cliange in cognitive structures are desired, the controversies should

2 probably take place within g coopecaO.ve context. Thus
4
cooperative

learning groups might be advisable whenever controversy arises: Teachers

.

may expect controversies within a.competitive context to tend to promote

-a closed-minded orientation and a dissonance reduction process that in
'1

all likelihood tend to impair learning: In order to create controver

t

ies .

,that result in meaningful learning, furthermore, teachers may wish to

ensure that cooperative arning groups are het eneous in the sense .

4
.,

that students with cliff rent cognitive fierspeC ivies and reasoning
. r

.

processes are included it each gio4p,

I

00.,.....1.01
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Comparison of Means for Perspective-Taking and Perceptions orOpponent and

4:.;perience

Cooperative Competitivd No

Variable Controversy Controversy 'Controversy t-Valuesa__

Accuracy of Reasoning 1.73

Identification

Accuracy of Stage 0.40

Identification

Subjective Certainty 4.93

Number of Questions 3.33

Asked.

.Dissonance Experienced 5.48

Incorrect Stage 5.22

Identified

Liking for Other 5.53,

0

Willingness to Make 4.87

Contessions

I

-

2.53 1.07

0.60 0.00

3.07 5.80

4.53 2.73

4.18 5.25

--a

3.67 5.73

4.13 5.94

4

3.67 5.60

25

Coop vs. No, 1.71*

Coop vs. Comp, 1.87*

Comp vs. No, 3.97***

Coop vs. No, i06***

Comp vs. No, 4.58***

Coop vs. No, 1.70*

.5 Coop vs. Comp, 3.79***

Comp vs. No, 5.59***

Comp vs. No, 2.77***

Coop vs. Comp, 2.93***

Comp vs. No, 2.47**

-Coop vs. No, df=22, 1.76*

Coop vs. Comp, df=13, 2.45**

Comp vs. No, df=19, 4.94***

Coop vs. Comp, 2.63**

Comp vs. No, 3.41***

_

eE
Coop vb. Comp, i.07

b

Comp vb. No, 3.04***
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Table 1 (continued)

Cooperative Competitive

41.

No

Controversy Controversy Controversy

24

t-Valuesa

Perceived Agreeient 3.53,

With Other

Own Open-Mindedness

Listening to.Other

Others Open-Minded-
_

ness Listening to

Subject

6.27 '

6.01

1.27

5.34

2.40

6.80

6.40

6.47

Coop

Coop

Comp

Coop

Comp

Coop

Comp

vs..No,-708***

vs. Comp, 5.43 * **

vs. No, 34.72***

'vs. Comp, 1.91*

vs. No, 2.42**

vs. Comb, 6.42***

vs. No, 8.39***

adf = 28 unless otherwise noted

< .10; **E < .05; ***a < .01 ,b < .12

/2.

I
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Footnote

1
Several tvtests were used to compare the hypothesized differences

among the conditions. Since this procedure increases,the probability

of type I error, the reader may want to use a more stringent Al
a

significance level to evaluate the results.

4 a

VIP

No

."---
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